Senator Report - LaKerRoJe

Over the past few weeks, the senators of East Campus have held several council halls. One was a simple meet-n-greet while the second one focused on concerns about the election. We will speak specifically on the second one.

What we took from that council hall was a consensus among students that the campus as a whole needs to bridge a divide between the liberal bubble of Grinnell and the minority of conservative voices that exist on campus. People want to know why someone supports Trump and they want to hear it from the supporters themselves.

Cabinet Report - Assistant Treasurer

- **Completed:**
  - Submitted a work order to fix broken things in the SGA offices.
  - Processed a lot of SGA money paperwork.
  - Obtained Campus Council approval for LED lights in Burling, and hand-dryers in the JRC.
  - Received funding for and planned the Green Fund LED Burling event on December 4th.
  - Met with Stifund committee to discuss progress on projects.
  - Participated in ACE and SPC/Services Committees.
  - Attended SGA Cabinet meeting with President Kington and Angela Voos.
  - Attended SGA Cabinet meeting with DSA.
  - Attended the GCVR open house.
  - Attended post-election events on November 9th.
  - Continued to attend and facilitate Green Fund meetings.
  - Attended weekly Cabinet Meeting.
  - Met with CAMS and SGA cabinet.
  - Had a check-in with Kate Walker.
  - Improved the SGA funding-request forms with DOC.

- **In Progress:**
  - Working with students to make progress on the campus lighting student initiative.
  - Still working on the semester spending gap with reform.
  - Planning a spring semester Org-fair with SPC/Services.
  - Planning FM appreciation week with SPC/Services.

- **To Do:**
  - Continue completing SGA paperwork
  - Discuss feasibility of energy-monitoring games in dorms with residence life.
  - Make a spending report for next Campus Council (it’s been a while since I’ve done one of those).
  - Finish in-progress items.
  - Build the SGA composter behind food house on the 19th.
Cabinet Report - Diversity & Outreach Coordinator

- Updated website funding forms from PDF to DOCX
- Wrote the Resolution on Election Results with other students and Senator Hilburn
- Sat on CDI – voted to add a Posse Representative to the Council of Diversity and Inclusion
- Sat on Accessibility Committee – talked about physical budget disabilities, going to continue working on digital accessibility
- Met with DSA folks after some confusion with the registrar, Pioneer One Office, and financial aid regarding name changes on P-Cards (you can now just go to the second floor of the dining hall and get a new card with your name!)
- Reached out to Financial Aid regarding support for undocumented students
- Reached out and worked with Karen regarding the international student office reaction to the presidential election
- Worked on All Campus Emails – mental health, election result, etc.
- Met regarding the Mental Health & Social Networks Survey to increase the response rate
- Passed along feedback regarding the survey
- Met with the S&B about issues on campus
- Planned and implemented First Year Study Break this past Sunday
- Chatted with professors regarding an all-campus event about native bugs on campus
- Ordered items for the Wonder Wall for Good Vibes Week
- Continued usual facebook outreach
- Added a page to the SGA webpage regarding existing student groups on campus
- Met with the republican group on campus about outreach for their group
- Met with Katy from ICA regarding a “where the hell are the white people” with respect to cultural awareness events on campus
- Met with Jen Jacobson regarding the Title IX Working Group & risk reduction self-defense training on Grinnell’s campus
- Interviewed some of the candidates for the Director of Security
- Met with some genderqueer alum regarding on-campus climate and mental health